
George Adolphus Wigney, a brewer in Brighton, was the

author of An Elementary Dictionary, or, Cyclopædiæ,

for the use of Maltsters, Brewers, Distillers, Rectifiers,

Vinegar Manufacturers, and Others, published in 1838.

This is a textbook or dictionary of brewing, arranged

alphabetically, and combining technical knowledge and

worldly wisdom under headings such as Absorb,

Abstract, Accelerate, Accretion, Accuracy, Accustom

and so on.

In the preface he explains that he is a self-taught brew-

er. He started brewing twenty years previously without

the slightest theoretical or practical knowledge of the

subject; he paid someone for lessons, but all that person

did was to carry out a few brewings without giving Wigney

any explanation of what he was doing, pocket his fee

and disappear, leaving Wigney to fend for himself.

Wigney’s first brew turned out well and he thought him-

self a clever fellow. A year later he had managed to spoil

several brews, so that he could only feed the produce to

the pigs, and had filled the brewery with stale beer, and

he was less convinced of his cleverness. Another year

passed, in which he burnt down a malthouse, blew up a

wort back, killed a horse, and nearly poisoned himself;

but he learnt from the experience, and from his studies

of chemistry, and eventually succeeded as a brewer.

The articles on Ale, Beer and Porter indicate Wigney’s

understanding of those terms. He regards beer as the

general term, and ale as a specific kind of beer, but he

accepts that some people regard beer as synonymous

with porter, as opposed to ale or table beer (which he

does not define). In either case, ale and beer are words

with different meanings:

BEER, a liquor made of malt and hops.

The term beer is used by many, to denote every sort 

of malt liquor, whether ale, porter, or table beer, while

some apply it to porter only; but as a general term, 

expressive of every sort, the appropriation seems most

suitable. (…)

His definition of ale makes it clear that for him ale is a

specific kind of beer, although one whose characteristics

are difficult to define precisely. It is pale or amber,

stronger than table beer, ‘acidulously sweet’ and less

strongly flavoured than porter:

ALE, a liquor made from malt and hops by infusion, &c.

in water, and by vinous fermentation.

Beer in the general acceptation of the term, denotes the

whole of the products of malt and hops; but several names

are used to distinguish the peculiarities of the products, as

relates to strength, flavor, and color; such as ale, table

beer, double and single stout, porter, &c.

The distinguishing characteristics of ale are, that it is

stronger than table beer, and paler in color, and of less 

flavor than porter. To say what are the properties, that 

designate the best ale, would be to express an opinion,

that would not meet with universal concurrence; but it

may be within the limits of probability, to state 

successfully what is the general opinion: pale or amber in

color, full in the mouth and clean on the palate, lively in

taste, transparent and sparkling in the glass, perfectly

sound yet acidulously sweet, and of pure flavor, are the

technical terms which it is presumed are sufficiently

expressive to denote the qualities of the best ale.
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He defines porter as a species or peculiar sort of beer,

brewed from pale and patent roasted malt, pale and

brown malt, or pale, amber and brown malt in various

proportions, and observes that it ‘differs from ale in

color and flavor, in consequence of the use of high dried

or roasted malt in admixture with pale’.

(The unfortunate horse died, by the way, after Wigney

fed it on a mixture of half-burnt barley and malted tick

beans from one of his less successful attempts at malt-

ing and brewing.)
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